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Summary
The article below will explore the current environmental crisis on Earth in all its various dimensions, with special attention given to the community college role in understanding and fostering sustainable solutions for this crisis. Miami Dade College, the largest community college in the United States, will be examined in detail in terms of its efforts to integrate Earth Literacy and Earth Ethics into its curriculum and instruction as a way to help understand the concept of sustainability and the environmental challenges facing Earth and its life support systems. The article will end with speculations about the future directions of community colleges related to sustainability and the environment.

1. Introduction
In terms of the Earth and its future, there is little doubt that the planet is in crisis and that no matter how sustainability is defined, it remains a distant hope. In the World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity of 1992, over 1700 of the world’s leading scientists and the vast majority of Nobel laureates in the sciences warned of a litany of planetary ills which threaten Earth. In 1997, in Kyoto, Japan, scientists again warned humanity. There are numerous other iterations and evidence of the state of Earth such as those from the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE), and
more. The consensus among scientists is that Earth is threatened by human action. They state, “We … warn all humanity of what lies ahead. A great change in our stewardship of the earth and the life on it, is required, if vast human misery is to be avoided and our global home on this planet is not to be irretrievably mutilated.”

Data from NASA’s Lunar Prospector spacecraft supports the impact theory first proposed by William K. Hartmann and Donald R. Davis, in 1975. They theorized that when Earth formed 4.5 billion years ago, other smaller planetary bodies were developing. One of these impacted Earth during Earth’s growth process, blowing out molten debris. A portion of the debris went into orbit around Earth and aggregated into the moon. While made of the same stuff as Earth, it is clear that the moon evolved into a relatively lifeless satellite and lacked the crucial factors which have allowed Earth to evolve and develop life systems. The two images above show the dramatically different potential futures for Earth – life or less life.

Humanity is conducting a sustainability experiment in which Earth and humanity itself are at once the subject and the control. Humans are experimenting with Earth and human existence with little caution or responsible safeguards. There is no other planet to practice with or run to if this experiment gets the better of the experimenters. Following the Precautionary Principle for this experiment would seem to be the logical course of action, particularly when knowledge about outcomes is limited and the impact is potentially harmful. Yet, humans continue to act as if there were no problem.

Some skeptics of science have noted that predictions of large-scale systems failure have not occurred and they conclude the predictions are false. Paul and Anne Ehrlich point out in their Betrayal of Science and Reason, that data and factors change, life is dynamic, and science continually restructures what is known to fit current data. Science is not based on faith and belief and therefore, does not inflexibly hold to notions that are not supported by new data. However, it is unreasonable to say that this ability, actually, requirement, of science to adjust to new data does not mean that there is no basis for
prediction, that there is nothing certain or known. The fact that science admittedly does not know everything gives no weight to the claim that it knows nothing. While scientists may be discussing the rate of global warming, no significant portion of the scientific community claims there is no global warming.

For the purposes of this article, it is a fundamental assumption that Earth is in crisis and that the Sixth Extinction is real. It is a given that humanity’s fate is inextricably linked to the fate of its home planet. The article assumes that there is still time to turn the situation around. It comments on the role of one segment of higher education, the community college, considers its function in relation to sustainability, and critically views the largest community college’s efforts. It further explores how the community college relates to other institutions of higher education and how its role situates it to exacerbate or ameliorate Earth’s predicament. The article looks at the influences that have shaped the current efforts at Miami Dade College whose size, location, and role in the community college movement make it an important case. It also considers the paradigmatic shifts and underlying principles needed to make changes for a sustainable future, and views Earth Literacy and Earth Ethics as underpinnings of the efforts at the College. Finally, the article concludes by looking at alternative future directions that are viable within the Community College context.

2. The Community College Context

Thomas Berry has written that of all the major institutions in society, including church, government and corporations, only universities have the historical insight, critical capacity and possibility of adequately guiding the human community. He writes: “In a special manner the universities have the contact with the younger generation needed to reorient the human community toward a greater awareness that the human exists, survives, and becomes whole only within the single great community of the planet Earth.” (p.80) While he does not mention specifically community colleges, they are certainly implicated. If it is true that education is a major contributor to the planetary crisis so long as it continues to educate people to conform to current economic and social trends, then the community college must be critically examined. Community colleges can be considered separately from universities because of the difference in the purported missions of the two types of institutions, the populations that they educate and train, their historical and future roles within society, the large numbers of people community colleges touch, and their sense of and connection to place. The varied roles of community colleges demonstrate how extensive the impact of the community college is on society. These roles shape their connections to the local area and influence their relationship to the issues of sustainability, Earth Ethics, Earth Literacy, and planetary survival.

The community college has an inherent connection to locality, and thus contributes to a sense of place. It is by nature, as well as name, part of the community and as such has a fundamental role in responding to the needs of the community. It has obligations to meet community needs and to provide direction through knowledge and action. Students are primarily from the region and generally are commuters. While this contributes to a diminished commitment to collegiate community, it influences the bond students have with the community in which the college is embedded. State run universities draw
students away from their homes, disconnecting their students from their families, communities, and bioregions. The fact that the community college is situated within the students’ bioregion gives it much more potential for impact on actualization of Earth Literacy and Earth Ethics, as there is a stronger pre-existing connection to the local bioregion. This enables the community college to truly “think globally and act locally.”

According to the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), 46 percent of all U.S. undergraduates are in community colleges. This is a huge proportion of the student population. In many regions of the U.S., the local community college is the only opportunity for students to access higher education and in turn, it is formal education’s last chance to directly impact students. The fact that students can stay at home, work and study, and receive and give familial support has done much to increase the popularity of the community college. The financial advantages from local education are reflected in tuition, housing, food, and more. The community college has become the first choice of many students rather than the fallback option it once was. The community college in many cases may be the only contact students have with post-secondary education. Community college students are much more likely to remain in the same area in which they are receiving their education and therefore, what they learn literally may be directly applied at home.

Although the history of the community college in the United States is traced back to the first two year college, Joliet Junior College, in 1901, the real boom of community colleges came in the early 1960’s with the advent of the community college network and the opening of 457 public community colleges – more than the total in existence before that decade. Currently there are about 1,600 community colleges when their branches are included in the count. This boom in community colleges came at a time when there was a confluence of concurrent social booms. There was the maturation of the baby boomers (those citizens born after WWII until 1964) into college age, a robust economy (traditional, not ecological or steady-state economics), and there was a shift in the view of education from being an expense to being an investment. The peace movement, the civil rights, feminist, gay rights, and environmental movements were all impacting society and the community colleges were greatly influenced as well. The 1960s community college was responding to a push for more openness to and within education. Community colleges became examples of egalitarian and democratic principles reflected in higher education access. At this same time there was a surge of experimentation within the education world and the community college boom to some extent was riding this experimentation wave. Within the colleges there were numerous curricular experiments and innovative ideas.

The intentional change of name from junior college to community college is a semantic shift that has significant implications. The original junior colleges had a comparatively narrow mission of being an institution for the first two years of college education. There was an expressed expectation that students would go to upper division institutions to complete a bachelor’s degree. The community college has continued this role through the Associate in Arts degree, but has expanded its mission to include terminal Associate in Science degrees and certificate programs that have general education requirements but a clear vocational intention. In addition, there is a contemporary goal to increase
vocational and technological training programs. The community college also includes a large continuing education or life long learning component.

A key aspect of the change from junior to community college was to intentionally place college education within reach of more people. By the year 2000, 9.3 million people had taken credit courses and another 5 million non-credit courses through community colleges. It should be noted that accessibility, localization within existing communities, egalitarian entrance requirements, lower costs, and extra-classroom support, fall within the parameters of education for sustainability, as defined by the United Nations Environmental Programmed (UNEP) and the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD.) One of the more egalitarian, democratic ideas of the community college is the open door policy that many community colleges have adopted; it grants any high school graduate college admission. Small classes, professionalized instruction, and low expenses all make the community college very accessible and, therefore, in terms of cognitive and emotional knowledge about sustainability, the community college is probably the post-secondary institution that has the most contact with the most people in the United States.

In addition to the open door admissions policy, community colleges literally open their physical doors to the community. Community folks use college facilities for sports, meetings, relaxation, as places to walk the dog, jog and play with the kids, and more. This openness also then means that the hidden and invisible curriculum of place is influencing even those who have no formal connection. The landscape, signs, bathrooms, parking areas, buildings, architecture, open space, food services, waste treatment, personnel—all make statements that are informing people about the possibilities of built environments. It is critical to note this overall influence and reach of an institution when evaluating its role and impact on sustainability.

There are large numbers of immigrants to the U.S. and this is reflected in urban community college student populations. English as a Second Language can make up 50 percent of the enrollment at some institutions. The immigrant students come with the old American Dream, a firm belief in the notion that hard work can overcome poverty. They come with traditional concepts of material and monetary success firmly entrenched. Their ideas about education, how instruction should occur, the roles and relationships of students and professors, the aims and purposes of education are for the most part very resilient. Adoption and implementation of the ideas inherent in the new cosmology, Earth Literacy, and Earth Ethics are difficult enough for anyone who is immersed in the enculturation systems of developed countries, but for those who have left home and hearth for “a better life,” the ideas embedded in the new paradigms, while perhaps less foreign, are counter-intentional and conflict with their dreams. These students comprise a significant portion of the urban college population and they will have much impact on the Earth’s life support systems once they are established within the social structure.

The old American Dream is heavily bound in consumerist ideals and the New American Dream requires a new understanding of ecology and sustainability. This new understanding is based on the new cosmology and Earth Ethics; many immigrants may pose a particular challenge to education for such understanding.
The community college is an institution which seems to have remained particular to the United States. Just as its growth in the 1960s reflected the context of the period, it continues to be influenced by the country’s current values and consumerist attitudes. The connection between corporations and community colleges feeds the highly questionable notions that a primary role of education is to increase the individual’s “marketability” or “use-value,” so that students can get “good jobs,” and become “successful” and active members of the community. (See article Development, Education and Grassroots Movements for Sustainability and Environmental Justice in this Theme.) Under such pressure, learning for knowledge, liberal ideals, self-knowledge, broadening perspective, and critical analysis are being swept away and devalued. The notion of the “active citizen” imbued in civitas is being replaced with “active consumer.” Thus, the curriculum of the community colleges comes to reflect a consumerist mentality which has been called a commodification of education. (See article Education, The Individual, And Consumerism in this Theme.) A consumerist view of and for education makes it even more difficult for students to see their proper relationship with Earth, their global civitas, with attendant responsibilities and obligations.

A fragmented academic curriculum, broken into disciplines, with faculties that rarely connect with each other and who are often embroiled in academic turf wars, is being further distorted by corporate America. The academy finds itself defending the current academic notions against the “vocationalization” of the liberal arts and sciences. If and when the faculty unite, often it is to defend themselves against the attack on the old core curriculum of general education, the trend to use part-time instructors (academic outsourcing,) and to ward off technological intrusions that they perceive threaten their positions. Their defensiveness is based in old values schema, so, they often do not perceive the larger threat. They do not see the inherent misdirection of the present curriculum away from the planet’s crisis. To the extent faculty are caught up in old paradigms of education, they perpetuate a fractured college curriculum and consequently are less able to support education for sustainability.

Faculties often disclaim the need to know what is happening in other disciplines and defend their academic domains. English teachers may claim no understanding of systems theory, all the while teaching language, a linguistic cultural system. Biology teachers may claim to have no concern with philosophy and spirituality, while inherently teaching a narrative of the cosmos and fascination for its mystery. Ethics are often segregated into business ethics, medical ethics, and more. Thus ethics are separated from larger societal values and, consequently, are very distant from principles of Earth Ethics. As academic arrogance perpetuates the falsehood that each discipline is unique, independent, and superior, it fosters increased disconnection from Earth, promotes fragmented knowledge, reflects an unreal model of the universe, and further exacerbates faculty resistance to change toward education for sustainability.

In the less frequent instances where the faculty initiates efforts to create new programs and alternatives to the traditional educational mode, there is the added resistance of some of the accrediting agencies to accommodate these innovations. (The most notable, rarely questioned, yet highly questionable exception is the rapid embrace and acceptance of computer technology into pedagogy and culture.) Administrators, who
fear losing their accrediting agency’s approval, often nix ideas before they ever are in place in anticipation of problems. Unions struggling with relevance, credentials, course selection, and tenure are often at a loss for how to support instructional innovation. Support of education for sustainability, ecological literacy, and dynamic change that is suggested by advocates of ecological understanding is lacking at a systemic level from most constituents. This is not to say that there are no examples of green campuses. It is to say that there are extremely few examples of systemic green curriculum infused with the new cosmology even on green campuses.

The context of the community college in the United States is struggling within the current political drift to a position that is increasingly unaligned with science. As Michael Shellenberger and Ted Nordhaus point out in “The Death of Environmentalism,” so-called “green candidates” recently shied from their environmental connections in unsuccessful efforts to win political positions. The current resurgence of attacks on evolutionary sciences that is tacitly supported by the current U.S. administration demonstrates the unnatural, or anti-natural, resistance to the science-based universe story. The Union of Concerned Scientists notes an impact on scientific integrity. An anti-science ambiance in the United States creates a contextual barrier to planetary cultural and curricular reform, while in the meantime traditional liberal arts education is accused of being too “liberal.” Thus, any new curricular movement is mired in defending previously accepted science. Much of the success of anti-green efforts has been attributed to the lack of fundamental scientific knowledge in the general U.S. population that weakens people’s ability to critically question anti-rationalists. In a dangerous, vicious circle, the lack of scientific understanding and knowledge cause and perpetuate a weakness in scientific education and knowledge, which in turn is the ground for keeping science awareness weak.

Into this milieu step the relatively small numbers of people with intention to redirect the college system toward alignment with Earth Ethics through Earth Literacy. Resistance to such changes in thinking is immense and comes from many sources embedded in the culture and its institutions. Nevertheless, there are significant efforts underway to affect changes in perception and facilitate shifts in the paradigms that are currently operative. These efforts may tip the balance in favor of science, spirit, and reason. The American Association of Community Colleges, in 2004, resolved to support the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development. If the statement were given proper attention, it could provide community college leadership support for efforts to adopt educational practices for sustainability. It is a professional document that can be taken to boards of trustees, passed on to their deans, chairpersons, and added to restatements of college missions. It certainly can be used to even amend college mission statements.

3. The Obligations

The community college has a current set of obligations stemming from its educational mission and general role in society, from the immense impact it has on the population of the largest per capita resource consumers in the world, and from its place within the context of the planet. The impact of the community college is such that to the extent it is either educating for sustainability or not, it has a positive or negative impact on the planet. Its obligation to the planet is recognized by the AACC 2004
statement/resolution, various UN Declarations, the Talloires Declaration and the Earth Charter. Many believe community colleges have an obligation to engage in the discussion of sustainability and the planetary crisis, and to re-vision themselves in accordance with the above guiding statements, to educate for sustainability. To do otherwise is remiss of their mission to inform, to provide leadership, and to impart critical knowledge.

There is reasonable debate about the meaning of sustainability which is well addressed by others in this EOLSS Theme. Nevertheless, the definition that the UN uses may function for the colleges, at least temporarily, to initiate the work of change. The UN says sustainable development is “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” It is the definition that the American Association of Community Colleges has accepted in its resolution of support for the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development. The University Leadership for a Sustainable Future (ULSF) position is essentially that of the Talloires Declaration. The ten points of the declaration are also reasonable for community colleges to support and could contribute to their moral authority, add to their obligation to assess their institutions’ missions and actions, and give them a basis for restructuring. The Earth Charter is more detailed than the Talloires Declaration and is also worthy of affirmation.

There are numerous resources available for community college administrators to reference and use to help focus their institutional missions more on education for sustainability. However, a perusal of the above statements and resolutions reveals that very few community colleges are signatories, which begs the question. While it is important that colleges ascribe to such declarations, it is equally important to recognize that such ascriptions are only as good as their implementation and integration into all aspects of community college education. The role and impact of higher education on generations of students explicitly obligates community colleges to confront and involve students in the most overarching concerns of their lives. It is essential to help students develop an ecological and environmental awareness that embraces the concept of sustainability and leads to the formation of true Global (Earth) Citizens. The sense and meaning of community in community college should not be limited to the 20 or so kilometers surrounding the physical location of the institution.
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